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Approximate analytic expressions are derived for the electronic factors accompanying the 
nuclear parameters in the theory of the internal conversion of highly forbidden y radiation. 
A relation is established between internal conversion ratios and relative probabilities of EO 
conversion for highly forbidden y transitions. 

IT is known that the ratios of the nuclear matrix 
elements to the radiation matrix element in expres
sions for internal conversion coefficients (ICC) can 
be represented by sums of products having two fac
tors; one of these factors depends on the electronic 
wave functions (the electronic factor), and the other 
depends on the nuclear wave functions (the nuclear 
parameter). The electronic factors are usually ob
tained by numerical methods and are tabulated [i] 

(for different values of Z and of the nuclear tran
sition energy k for K-conversion electrons). In 
the present work approximate analytic expressions 
for these factors are derived and used in the inter
nal conversion theory of highly forbidden y radia
tion. These expressions can be used to calculate 
structure -dependent corrections of the ICC for all 
atomic shells and subshells. 

1. INTERNAL CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
HIGHLY FORBIDDEN MAGNETIC GAMMA RAY 
TRANSITIONS 

The formulas for magnetic ICC for any multi
pole order L in the conventional internal conversion 
theory [2, 3] are: 1) For subshells I and II-

~(L) - "'V R(L) = 2nctk 
x,=+I - k.J t'x, x, - (2£ + 1) L (L + 1) 

X 

(1) 

2) For subshells III and IV-
(L) "'V (L) _ 2n:1k "'V I xI (x + Xo)2 X (x) 

~><,=+2 = k.J~x,x, = (2L+1)L(L+1) kJ (2x+1) 

" X 

Here f3 (L) are partial ICC; a is the fine K,K 0 
structure constant; K0 and K are quantum numbers 
designating the initial bound state [K 0 = 2.\ (j 0 + 1/2), 
A. = =F 1/2, j 0 is the total angular momentum] 
and final free states of the conversion electron 
[K = 2.\ (j + 1/2)]. 

The radial integrals R~1,> Ko (m) of the ICC result 
from intermediate calculations in compiling ICC 
tables based on Rose's ''non-penetration'' model, [4] 

and we shall consider them to be given. The quan
tities R~2,> Ko (m) are the ratios of the nuclear ma
trix elements to the radiation matrix element. 
Writing the relativistic radial electronic functions 
fK and gK for small r as 

00 

f, = axrl><l-lj~ = a"r ><1-1 ~ cvr", 
V=Q 

00 

g =a rl><l-tg' =a rl><l,-1 ~ d rv (3) 
X X X. X ,.LJ \1 

V=Q 

(and fK 0 and gK 0 analogously) 1l and taking the nu
clear radiative matrix element in the long-wave 
approximation, the calculation of R~2,> Ko (m) based 
on the work of Church and Weneser[5] gives 

00 

R~~>x, (m) = i ~ q;: (m) u; (m), (4) 
')=·o 

where 

X \ RS1\, (m) + R~2\, (m) 1
2 , 

X (x) = 3 (x =F 1) 

for x = =t= (L - 1), ± (L + 2); 

x (x) = x ± 1 x = ± L, =F (L + 1). 

1)cv and dv are given by recurrence relations in [ 6 J assum
ing a uniform distribution of charge in the volume or on the 
surface of a spherical nucleus; a uniform volume distribution 

(2) 'is used in the present work. 
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are the nuclear parameters 2l and 

(6) 

are the electronic factors. The coefficients bt are 
given by 

± - ~~ (m) = nl X:+ I x,j-L+2[>-+0± (2L + 1)!! ~ ~ {( ik )2([>--V') 
b'J=-'}_1).-L{J- LJ LJ --

' 2kL+l l'-'~o v'~o 2 

bov'+o± X " 
(f1- f1')! (f1'- v')! 

X I 1 
L (I X I+ I Xo J + 2f1'- L +I)±) (L + 112)[>-'-v'+l (- L + 1;.)[>-'- v' 

- (I X I+ I Xo I + 2f1' + 1 + L + 6~) (- L + 1/2)[>--[>-' (L + 1/2)[>-'-v'+l J ' 
(7) 

The signs of the product KK 0 are indicated by ±; 
o+ = 1, 0- = 0; b2VI +o± is expressed in terms of 
the coefficients cv and dv by 

vf-1+0± 

b2v'+o± = ~ C2i+1 (x0) d2v'+SL(2i+l) (x) 
i=O 

v' 

+ ~ C2i+o± (x) d2v'-2i (x0) 
i=O 

for K 0 < 0 [for K 0 > 0 the substitutions c - d 
and d- c must be made in (8)) • The factors 
( ± L + 1/2) in (7) denote 

(± L + lf2)~ 
= C± L + 1/2 + 11 - 1 J (± E + 112 + YJ - 2) . . . 

X ••• (±L + 1/2), 

(8) 

(± L + 1 / 2)o = 1. (9) 

The following approximation can be used in cal
culating b~. The maximum term following the 
summation sign in (7) is that with v 1 = p, 1 = p,. 

The terms with V 1 = J.L - 1; J.L 1 = p,, J.L - 1 are 
very much smaller than the maximum term. The 
terms with V 1 =p,- 2; J.L 1 =p,, J.L -1, p,- 2etc. 
are still smaller. Calculations show that, for ex
ample, when J.L = 5 and k = 30 the terms with 
V 1 = J.L - i - 1 contribute less to (7) by a factor 
of 100 than the' terms with v 1 = J.L - i. 3l Thus, for 

J.L < 5 and k < 30 only the term with v 1 = J.L need 
be considered in (7) to calculate bt (m). 

The constants aK and aK 0 in (3) and (6) are the 
so-called Coulomb amplitudes, whose most accur-

2)jn is the density of the transition current; the indices i 
and f designate the initial and final nuclear states, n de
notes a nucleon, Y~ is a spherical harmonic, R is the nu
clear radius. 

3>The multipole order does not affect the ratio of these 
terms significantly. 

ate values are usually obtained by integrating 
numerically a system of Dirac differential equa
tions for radial functions where screening is taken 
into account on the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac statisti
cal model. [T,B] If fKiaK and gKiaK, which are 
given by (3), are the initial functions in the numer
ical integration, then aK (and, similarly, aK 0) will 
simply be normalizing factors. Approximate analy
tic expressions for aK (and, similarly, for aK 0) 

with neglect of screening are obtained by joining 
at the nuclear boundary the radial electronic func
tions given by (3) to a suitable linear combination 
of Coulomb radial functions F/{, G/{ and Fi(, Gi( 

associated with two different values of the param
eter y =± ./K2- 0!2Z2. 

The calculation of aK 0 and aK performed in this 
way, subject to the conditions 0! ZR « 1 and 
pR « 1 4l (p is the electron momentum in the final 
state) gives (in relativistic units) 

(2crZRe)Y,+l 1 
a+, - -- -----.,----

- ,Y., - n' -i- I 2!' (2io + 1) Rl x, 1+1 

[ r (21o + n') (I Xo I+ lo) (e I Xo I =Flo) B'"{' jx,j ]'/, 
X n'! aZ ' (10) 

-,- 21 

Jf B-1><1 = (I xI+ I) g~ (R) + crZf~ (R)' 

(12) 

where F(Z, p) is the Fermi function that is usually 
employed for f3 decay: 5) 

F (Z p) = 2 (I)( I+ I) (2pR)U-2 enaZEfp Jr ( + icrZE) 12 (13) 
' f2 (21 + 1) r P • 

r is the gamma function, E and E = E = k are the 
total energy of the conversion electron in the bound 
and free states, respectively, and n 1 = n- I K I, 
where n is the principal quantum number. It has 
been shown [to] that the approximate formulas 
(10) -(13) are less applicable to small than to large 
values of Z; however, only for the latter do struc
ture-dependent corrections of the internal conver
sion coefficients play an important part. 

On the basis of the foregoing discussion it is 
seen from (4) and (6) -(8) that all factors multiply
ing the nuclear parameters ut (m) can be calculated 
from approximate analytic formulas that are appli-

4>The first of these conditions is satisfied for practically 
all Z; the second condition is satisfied for sufficiently low 
transition energies k «50 (in relativistic units). 

S)The Fermi function is usually given for I >G[ = 1.[•] 
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cable for large Z and sufficiently small transition 
energies, k «50. 

For the Sliv model of surface transition cur
rents, R~2,l Ko (m) does not depend on the nuclear 
wave functions and can be calculated from 

i (kR)L ~ ± 
R~~>~. {m) = f (kR) (2L + 1)1! LJ qv (m), 

L V=O 
(14) 

where j L(kr) is a spherical Bessel function, and 

the sum ~ qt (m) < 0 is about 50 times larger 
v=o oo 

in absolute value than the positive sum v~o qj:, (m). 

The quantity R~2,l~o (m) [like R~2,> Ko (m)] is purely 
imaginary, so that we can write (for KK 0 > O) 

R~1,\, (m) + R~~>~. (m) j2 = I R~1\", (m) \2 - 2 I R~1.>x, (m) I 

X. I R~~>~. (m) I sin arg R~~>x, (m) + I R~~>~. {m) 12 , (15) 

thus showing that the order of magnitude of the 
corrections of internal conversion coefficients due 
to (14) will depend on the ratio 6K,Ko = ImR~1,>Ko (~)/ 
Re R~1,'K 0 (m). (For large 6K,Ko the second term m 
(15) is dominant, Sl while for small oK, K 0 the third 
term is dominant.) 

By calculating R~2,>~ 0 (m) for definite conversion 
coefficients it can be determined why there is a 
difference between the tabulated values of the con
version coefficients given by Sliv and Band [ 11 ] and 
by Rose, [4] what fraction of the difference should 
be attributed to the dynamic effect of finite nuclear 
size and what fraction has other causes (particu-

' . . 7) 
larly, differences m the calculational methods ) . 

From (6) -(8) we can determine how the ratio 
of the absolute electronic factors, 8' I qt l/1 qil, 
depends on v, Z, k, and L. An investigation shows 
that this ratio is almost independent of L, only 
slightly dependent on k, and somewhat more 
strongly dependent on Z (increasing 20% as Z 
goes from 78 to 96), but that it decreases very 
rapidly as J-1 increases (see Table I 9'). Ifwe con
sider the integrals in the numerator of (5) to be of 
the same order of magnitude for all J-1 (or dimin
ishing as J-! increases), then, as is shown by Table 
I and (6) -(13), to calculate the structure-dependent 
corrections of the conversion coefficients we need 

6)Which occurs for the K shelr.[•] 
7>For example, in Sliv and Band's calculations of conver

sion coefficients the exchange correction in the Thomas
Fermi-Dirac function was calculated (or each separate elec
tron, while this was not done in Rose's calculations. 

s)q± = (-l)v+o± 1q:1. 
v 

9)The values of lq;"l/lq;+-1 given in[•] agree completely with 
our results. 

Table I 

k 
3 

0.5 0,18 0.032 0.0056 

to consider only the first two nonvanishing nuclear 
parameters. When the second parameter is suffi
ciently smaller than the first, it is sufficient to take 
into account only one nuclear parameter (for ex
ample, ui for Ko = ± 1 and u0 for K 0 = ± 2). Since 
lq0 I is much smaller than Jqil (by a factor of about 
50), for L = 1 the structure-dependent corrections 
of ICC for conversions in subshells I and II will be 
considerably larger than for subshells III and IV. 

Table II gives numerical values of the parameter 
P- L = jqj (m) I /R~1,' K (m), which is customarily 
used in the theory of'' structure-sensitive'' in
ternal conversion coefficients, for the K shell with 
z = 96, L = 1, and k = 0.5 and 1.8. The electronic 
factors qj were calculated from (6) -(13), while 
the radial integrals R~1,'Ko (m) were calculated 
from the conversion coefficient tables of Sliv and 
Band [!1] using (1), (6)-(13), and (14)-(15), and 
assuming that the differences between the Sliv
Band tabulated conversion coefficients and those of 
Rose are due only to the dynamic effect of finite 
nuclear dimensions. 10 ' For comparison, Table II 
also gives values of the parameter P~t taken 
from [t], calculated by means of radial electronic 
functions with screening taken into account. Satis
factory agreement is observed. 

k 

P-1 
P'-1 

Table II 

0.5 

0.0446 
0.0446 

1.8 

0.0573 
o:osso 

A comparison of the theoretical conversion co
efficients (or their ratios) calculated from (1), (15), 
and (6) -(13) with the experimental values can be 
used to determine the nuclear parameter ui (m) 
experimentally. As an example, we shall deter-

k V t ·t· . T 181 mine ui (m) for the 480- e y rans1 wn m a 
which is of mixed multipolarity M1 + E2. From 
the experimental y -'Y angular correlation and the 

10>The calculations were based on R = 0.426 a A 't. and 
A= 243, and the screening factor was taken into account in 
the Fermi function, using data given in[' J. 
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exEerimental total conversion coefficients given 
in sJ we obtain the experimental range 
0.066 < {3 ~tl < 0.856, which differs markedly from 
the tabulated value {3~0 = 0.0481 given by Sliv and 
Band. A calculation of ui (m) performed as des
cribed above gives the limits -296 < u1 (m) < - 16. 

We shall now consider the case of very highly 
forbidden magnetic y transitions where at least 
one of the nuclear parameters is so large that we 
have 

I R~~~. (m) I~ I R~~~. (m) I- (16) 

The corresponding conversion coefficients will then 
be completely determined by their structure-de
pendent part; these conversion coefficients are 
thus structure-dependent in the limit or "purely 
structure-dependent." Since R~2 ' K (m) diminishes 
rapidly as the absolute quantity IKI0 increases.U' 
the calculation of purely structure-dependent con
version coefficients may be confined to taking ac
count of only the partial conversion coefficients 
with the smallest values of IKI [see Eqs. (1) and 
(2)], i.e., the partial conversion coefficients with 
K = ± L and ± (L - 1) for L .,c. 1 (or with K = ± L 
for L = 1) for subshells I-II and III-IV, respec
tively. If R~2 'K (m) is expressed in terms of a 

• ' 0 + smgle nuclear parameter, such as u1 (m), the 
ratios of purely structure-dependent conversion 
coefficients do not depend on this parameter, and 
on the basis of the entire foregoing discussion they 
can be given by simple formulas. 

Thus, for example, using (7)-(13), the ratios of 
conversions in the same shell [t] and in different 
shells [2J become, respectively, 

3(Ll "I [B' B' J 11' - ·~ = e I Xo I + ro /~ X I + r -I "• I -I)( I 
- 3(L) e I Xo I - ro E I X I - r s' s' 

• + x, I + l><ol +I>< I 

{2 (3'1.Z/2R + e -1) (1 +I Xo I+ I X I)+ k (1 + 21 Xo I )}2 
X 2 (3'Y.Z/2R + e + 1) (1 +I Xo I+ I X I) + k (1 + 2 I Xo I) ' 

(17) 

, {2 (3'Y.Z 2R + e, =f 1) (1 + I >Go I+ I xI H- k (1 + 21 Xo I)} 
X 2 (3'Y.Z(2R + e2 ± 1) (1 +I Xo I+ I X I)+ k (1 + 2 I Xo I) ' 

(18) 

ll)R~~~. (m) decreases by a factor of 50 when I xl increases 
by unity. Therefore the purely structure-dependent f3;~JII 
should be rv 10-3 times larger than the purely structure-de
pendent (3<•J 

ill, IV' 

where ± IKol determines the subshells, n 1 and n2 
denote the shells, and f(Z, p) is the reduced Fermi 
function tabulated in [sJ. For subshells I and II, 
K 0 = ± 1 and K = ± L; for subshells III and IV with 
L .,c. 1, Ko = ±2 and K = ±(L -1). In order to ob
tain from (17) and (18) the conversion ratio in sub
shells III and IV for L = 1 the expression within 
braces is set equal to unity; also K 0 = ± 2, K = ± 1, 
along with the substitution I K I - - I K I . 

The expression within braces in (17) and (18) 
for Z > 70 is almost independent of I K 0 I, I K I, 
and k (increasing by only 0.1% when k increases 
from 0.2 to 1.5); and it depends only slightly on Z 
(increasing less than 1%, for example, as Z goes 
from 78 to 92); therefore it can be set equal to a 
constant C = 0.92-0.93, and the behavior of w and 
w' is determined by all other factors in (17) and 
(18). 12 ' Investigations of these factors have shown 
that w and w' behave like the corresponding relative 
probabilities of EO conversion [ 1oJ (with the excep
tion of the case of L = 1 for internal conversion in 
subshells III and IV); 13' for K = K 0 there is complete 
agreement except for the factor within braces. It 
is easily observed that the latter case occurs in 
the internal conversion of dipole y radiation in 
subshells I and II, and of octupole y radiation in 
subshells III and IV. For these cases the most ex
act theoretical data regarding the relative proba
bilities of EO conversion can be used to obtain 
numerical values of w and w'. At present such 
data are available only for Lr/LII and K/LI 
in [ 12] and [B]. We note that for the given cases 
there exists also the following simple relation be
tween the redhced probabilities fJ (EO) of EO con
version and the electronic factors q~ (m): 

+ (m) = b~ (m) (21 Xo I + 1) -. / ~ Q, (EO). 
qv crR2I><ol V n ' (19) 

The behavior of the relative probabilities of EO 
conversion differs greatly from that of the conver
sion ratios calculated from the tables of Sliv and 
Band or of Rose. For example, (LI/LII) E 0 decrea-

12lcalculations show that for the considered values of Z 

and k the factor in square brackets is almost constant, dif
fering from unity by only 1%. It can therefore be omitted (or 
included in the constant C), and Eqs. (17) and (18) are con
siderably simplified especially (17)]. We note that if the plus 
sign is taken in the numerator of (18) and the minus sign in the 
denominator, we have C = 1.08 - 1.09. If w' is calculated 
for identical subshells, then C "' 1. 

13lin this case the behavior of w and w' resembles the 
behavior of the tabulated conversion ratios. For example, 
M m/M1v also increases with k, like the corresponding ratio 
CMm/M 1v)' derived from[•], but more slowly, especially for 
k » 0.5 (Table III). 
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Table III 

1129 

Internal 

I 
z conversion 

ratios 0,1 0.2 

I 

92 MrfMrr 37.42 30,30 
90 (MrfMrrl' 9.09 8,75 
!)2 MrrrfMrv 8,37 10,24 
90 (Mm/Mrvl' 7.24 10 .. 49 

ses, but (Lr/Ln)M1 increases; (K/Lr)E 0 increases 
but (K/Lr)M1 remains almost constant with in
creasing k. Equations (17) and (18) may be suitable 
for identifying purely structure -dependent (or 
nearly so) conversion coefficients. 

Table III illustrates the dependence of purely 
structure-dependent Mr/Mn and Mm/Mrv on k 
for magnetic dipole y radiation when Z = 92. For 
comparison we give the values of (Mr/Mn)' and 
(Mrn/Mrv)' according to Rose's tables for Z = 90. 

If the selection rules for conversion transitions 
are such that the first nuclear parameter ui van
ishes, but some other parameter with a definite 
value of v differs from zero and exceeds the others 
in absolute value, then because of the equality 
uv= 211 = ut=2/1+ 1 which is fulfilled for the first 
two partial conversion coefficients [see (1), (2), 
and (5)] , Eqs. (17) and (18) remain unchanged 
(except for the expression within braces, which 
will approach unity as v increases; for example, 
for v = 3 it will equal 0.98). The ratios (17) and 
(18) change only when two or more nuclear param
eters make contributions of comparable magnitudes 
to the conversion coefficients. In this latter case 
the nuclear parameters are not excluded from the 
expressions for purely structure-dependent ICC, 
and the latter can be used to determine these 
parameters. 

2. INTERNAL CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
HIGHLY FORBIDDEN ELECTRIC GAMMA RAY 
TRANSITIONS 

According to the general theory of the internal 
conversion of 2L multipole y radiation, [2•3] elec
tric conversion coefficients can be represented as· 
follows: 1) for subshells I and II, 

a<L> - = "'a<L> 
><= +1 L.! X, Xg 

__ 2nak "VI II R(l) ( ) + R(2) ( ) '2 
= L (L + 1) (2L + 1) L..J, x "· "• e x, x, e I , 

X (20), 

2) for subshells III and IV, 

a~~~=+2 = 2} a~~~.= 2} 1 ~~: (~) I R~~> "• (e) + R~~> "• (e) 12 • (21) 
X X 

I 

I 

k 

0.3 I 0.5 I 1 I 1.5 

25,88 20.65 15.04 12.67 
8.50 8.22 7,97 8.04 

11.92 14.84 20.26 24.01 
12.50 19.95 35.85 52.80 

Here 

x (x) = 3 (x ± 1) for x = ± (L - 1), =t= (L + 2), 
X (x) = x =t= 1 for x = =t= L, ± (L + 1), (21') 

a~. Ko are partial conversion coefficients, R~\l Ko (e) 
is the principal radial integral, and the quantities 
R~2,l Ko (e) lead to structure-dependent corrections 
of the conversion coefficients. Unlike R~2,l Ko (m), 
they are expressed in terms of two types of nuclear 
parameters, uv and u~:[5,13]14l 

00 00 

R~2\, (e) = i 2J q; (e) u; (e) + i ~ q} (e) u/ (e), (22) 
~=0 V=O 

where 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The serial index v of parameters of the first type 
is even for KK 0 > 0 and odd for KK 0 < 0. The 
nuclear parameters of the second type can have 
either an even or an odd serial index for either 
sign of KK 0• 

The electronic factors calculated from [ 13] are 

q;; (e) = axa,g (e), q~± (e) = axax,b/ (e), (27) 

where aK and aK 0 for large Z and sufficiently 
small k are calculated approximately using 
(10) -(13), and the coefficients b~ (e) and b~± (e) 

14)The radiation matrix element is taken in the long-wave
length approximation. 
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are given by the formulas (for all subshells, and 
any Z or k) 

+ Ri ><I+. x, 1- L + 2p. +1- s± (ZL-!- 1)!! 
b~2:"1-1-o± (e)= -------,--:-:------'=-'----c:_:__ 

2kL+l (L-!- 1) 

l' p/ ') (ik/2)2(p.-v 

X 2J ~ (!1- !1')1 (!l'- v')! 
p.'=o v =o 

X { (2!1 - ~\' -!- L -!- 1) 
(£' /2)1L-I"' +l 

[kb~v·-s±- (2!1'- 2v'- L) b;v'+I-o±l 
X ------~~--~------~~~-----

(!Xi-!- I Xo 1- L-!- 2!1'-!- 1- 6_;_) (- L-!- 1/2)p.'-v' 

(2!1- 2~t' - L) 
(- L-!- 1/2)p.-p.' 

X 
[kb~v·-s± - (2!1'- 2v' + L-!- 1) b;v'+I-o±l } ( 

' 28) 
(I X I-!- I Xo I -!- L-!- 2-!- 2!1'- 6±) (L-!- 1/2)p.'-v'+1 

, _ R' ><I+ l•,f-L-1+2p.+1i± (2£-f- 1)1! b' 
b ± · 2p.+S± ( 

v=N+o::.: (e) = L • 29) 
k (L-f-1) 

The formula for b~±=2 J..I+ 1_ 0± (e) is obtained from 
(28) when we multiply it by - k2R and drop the 
factors (2J..1 - 2J..L' + L + 1) and (2J..1 - 2J..1' - L). 
The coefficients b2w o± are obtained from b2t-t+ o± 
(see above) when the plus sign between the sums 
is changed to a minus sign, and b2' v '+ 1 - 0 ± for 
K0 < 0 (i.e. for subshells I and III) is given by 

v•-s± 

b;v'+I-o± = 2J c2i+I (xo) c2v'-2i-o± (x) 
i=O 

v' 

+ 2J d2i+1-S± (x) d2v'-2i (xo) (30) 
i=O 

[for K 0 > 0, i.e., for subshells II and IV, c and d 
are exchanged in (30)] . 

Thus, using (6)-(13) and (27)-(30), we obtain 
approximate analytic expressions for the electronic 
factors q~ (e) and qf;± (e). In calculating the coeffi
cients b~J..I+ 1 -0±(e) and b;11 +1-o±(e) fort-t < 5 
and k < 30, as for the magnetic transitions, we 
can confine ourselves to the maximum terms of the 
summations in (28). 

The ratios of the absolute electronic factors 
lq;t+1-0±I and lq~t-t+1-0±I to lq'2~+0±1 are ap
proximately equal to kR2 and k-1R, respectively. 
The contribution of the nuclear parameters 
u27,+ 1- 0 to R~2 ) K can therefore be neglected. The 

.... , 0 ± 
contribution of the nuclear parameters u211 + 1- o± 
to the conversion coefficients cannot always be 
neglected as compared with u2~+ 0±, 151 because the 
former usually have considerably greater absolute 
values than the latter. This can be done cor fidently 

lS)Especially for large Z and small k. 

for K = - Ko, i.e., for the internal conversion of 
dipole radiation in subshells I and II, and of octu
pole radiation in subshells III and IV, 16> because 
the coefficients bfv '+ 1_ o± in (28) are then greatly 
reduced (by a factor of 50) compared with the 
other cases where K ;<!- Ko; as a result, Jq2~+o±l 
becomes several orders larger than lq~J..I+ 1- o± I 
(Table IV). 17l It follows that cases can occur where 
anomalous conversion coefficients appear only for 
subshells I and II in the case of dipole radiation 
[5•13 .t4J and only for subshells III and IV in the 
case of octupole radiation. 

If all nuclear parameters of a single type are 
identical in order of magnitude or decrease as v 
increases, their contribution to R~2,'Ko (e) is deter
mined by the absolute values of the corresponding 
electronic factors. Table IV gives the values of 
lq2~ I /lqo-1 and \q2~ I /lq2J..I+ tl ( lq'2t-t+ 1! being con
siderably smaller than \q2"j:t I and therefore negli
gible) as functions of t-t for the K shell, with 
Z = 96, L = 1, and k = 0.5 and 1.8. The table shows 
that the absolute values of the electronic factors are 
slightly dependent on k, but decrease quite rapidly 
as J..1 increases; as a result the contribution 18> of 
only the first few nonvanishing nuclear parameters 
to R 12)K (e) need to be taken into account. For 

K, 0 
example, in the case of L ;<! 1 and subshells I and 
II four different nuclear parameters (u0 = uj, 
u2 = U':j, Uo-, and un may be taken into account, 
for L = 1 only two parameters, and in the case 
of y transitions obeying suitable selection rules 19 > 

only one nuclear parameter need be considered. 

16)The equality x=- x 0 also holds for a partial conver
sion coefficient with x = ± (L + 1) in subshells III and IV in 
the case of El radiation, but the electronic factors in this 
partial conversion coefficient are considerably smaller than 
in the partial con version factor with x = + L. 

17)A considerable contribution to R~2 lx (e) coming from the 
I ' o 

parameters u 2~ was first pointed out in['•]. 
lS)It should be noted that in the general case (in contrast 

with the case of magnetic y transitions discussed above) we 
cannot confine ourselves here to a contribution to the conver
sion coefficients coming from R<2 l (e) with minimum lxl, 

X, Xo 
because contributions to the conversion coefficients from 
R(2 ) (e) with different x depend not only on the correspond
inxg ~l"ectronic factors but also on IR(') x (e) I and arg R~l x (e) 

X.. 0 + , 0 

[see Eq. (15)]. For example, although for x=f.- X 0, lq 2 .u(e)l 
is much smaller than I q- + (e) I, in view of the fact that 

2,/.L I 

R~~±L, x,=+l(e) and R~~"_(L+I), x,=+l (e) are of comparable 

magnitude[•] the contributions of R~:!,±L, x,=+l (e) and 

R<2 l _ L 1 _, 1 (e) to f-l~L2~ 1 can be identical for suitable 
X=+( +1 , Xo--r fJ 0 T 

values of arg R<'l v (e). 
){. 1 F'-'Q 

19)When the second parameter is sufficiently smaller than 
the first. 
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Table IV 

1131 

Ratio of electronic 
factors k 

jq'i;,l 
jq'(i 1-

1.00 

1.00 

0.24 

0.25 

0.056 

0.059 

0.0081 

0.0088 

jq'ipl 
lq2 .. +tl 

0.5 3. 7 (4) 4.4 (4) 5.2 (4) 6.1 (4) 

Remark. The numerals in brackets denote the power of ten by which the adjacent 
numerical values are to be multiplied. 

For surface transition currents, R~2,' Ko (e) is 
entirely independent of the nuclear parameters, 

which can be used to compare the internal conver
sion tables of Sliv and Band with those of Rose. 

In the case of very high y forbiddenness the 
conversion coefficients can be determined com
pletely from the structure-dependent part (purely 
structure-dependent conversion coefficients). In 
calculating these conversion coefficients it is usu
ally permissible to take into account only the first 
partial conversion coefficient with the smallest 
I K I , as for magnetic y transitions. This does not 
exclude the possibility that for suitable values of 

and in the long-wavelength approximation it is 
given by 

K and the nuclear parameters ut and u~± the 
second partial conversion coefficient with 
I K I = I K lmin + 1 [see (20) and (21)] will be of 
the same order as the first one or even larger. 

If we take into account only the partial conver
sion coefficients with I K lmin and only one nuclear 
parameter of the first type, u0 (e), the purely 
structure-dependent conversion ratios for electric 
y transitions will be given by simple formulas ob
tained from (17) and (18) when I K I is replaced by 
- I K I and the factor within braces is replaced by 

the factor 20 ' 

(3ctZ ) 2 
{ 2L (L + 1) 2R + 81 + 1 (I X 1-1 Xo I)+ \ 

C' = J+(1+21xoi)[+L(L+1)(2±k)±k(lxl+lxol+2)(1+2lxl)ll 
) (:~ctZ ) I I 2L(L+1) 2ff+e2±i (lxl-[xoJ)+ I 
l + (1 + 21 Xo I) [± L (L + 1) (2 + k) ±/.-(I xI +I xo J + 2) (1 + 21 x J)] J 

(32) 

with the exception of the case L = 1 for conversion 
in subshells III and IV, when it is sufficient to 
merely drop the given factor in (17) and (18). 
Equation (32) shows that C' varies over a broad 
range as a function of K, K 0, and k. The factor in 
(17) and (18) which depends on B''f IK I and B''f IK I 
is almost constant and differs from unity by lesg 
than 1%. 

If it is assumed that the partial conversion co
efficients with I K I min depend only on one param
eter of the second type, u'2~ with 11 = 0 (which 
can usually occur for K = - K0) then C' = 1 can be 
assumed. (With regard to the conversion ratios 

20)When C' is substituted in (17), we set E 1 = E2 = E and 
take only the upper signs following E. If W' is calculated for 
the same subshells, i.e. the ratios K/Lv L1/M1, Ln/Mn etc. 
are calculated, then c' = 1. 

in subshells III and IV for L = 1 there is no change 
in what was stated above.) 21 l 

As an illustration of the foregoing, Table V 
gives the numerical values of several purely struc
ture-dependent conversion ratios of electric quad
rupole and dipole y radiation for the aforementioned 
cases where one nuclear parameter was taken into 
account. The corresponding conversion ratios of 
Sliv and Band and of Rose (for the M shell) are 
given for comparison. The table shows that for the 
given cases the purely structure-dependent con
version ratios behave, as functions of the nuclear 
transition energy k, like normal conversion ratios 
(although increasing somewhat more slowly with 

21 )It should be noted that for L = 1 there is a possibility 
of a. case in which only the conversions in subshells I and II 
will be purely structure-dependent. 
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Table V 

Parame- coe•~ I k 

z ter taken ~~ -
into L SlOU 

I I I I I account ratio 0.1 0.~ 0.3 I). 5 1 1.5 
I 

2111 
78 u(j (e) 2 

MII I 0.5016 0~8981 1.284 2.034 3.873 5.80() 

I i I 
80 I - ( M )' 2 M :I 0.0249 I 0.0598 0.1262 

! 
o.:1232 I 1.084 3.203 

I L 1 
I 
I 

92 u() (e) 2 - o.:H93 0.6554 0.9198 1.601 3.081 4.580 Lu 
92 -- 2 L)' 

( L 1: 
0.0339 0.0487 0.0875 0.2358 0.7039 2.4505 

Lr 
92 uo- 1 -- 1.446 1.837 2.190 2.796 3.117 4.683 

Ln 

I 
92 - 1 ( L~:)' 1.000 1.654 2,259 

I 

3.166 4,934 5.112 
I 

Mrn 
I 

92 u'(j 1 
Mrv 

237.8 194.3 166.9 I 134.0 I 98.20 I 82.86 

90 - 1 ( Mnr)' 
Mrv 

5.000 9.352 12.45 21.47 34.80 81.86 

I 

k). An exception is found in the ratio Mm/MIV for 
L = 1, whose behavior is markedly different from 
the behavior of (MniiMiv)' and is very similar to 
the behavior of the corresponding relative proba
bilities of EO conversion. 221 

Only one instance is found in the literature [ 14 J 
where experimental conversion coefficients [16] 

are considered to be nearly purely structure
dependent conversion coefficients. These are the 
anomalous conversion coefficients a £I1 = 1.3 ± 0.2 

d (1) - 23) an aLII - 0.65 ± 0.15, for the 84.2-keV tran-
sition in Pa231 • If in the expressions for the corre
sponding theoretical purely structure -dependent 
conversion coefficients we neglect the contribution 
f 1 , • ± 
rom nuc ear parameters of the first type, uv, 

(on the basis of the foregoing discussion) and take 
only the parameter u0- to be different from zero, 
then for the ratio LI/Ln we obtain from (17) the 
value 1. 72, which lies within the experimental 
limits. When LI/Ln is calculated using more 
accurate Coulomb amplitudes taken from the tables 
of radial functions in [rJ, we obtain a result (1.79) 

22)The opposite result would be obtained if the purely 
structure-dependent conversion coefficients were determined 
only by partial conversion coefficients with lxl = lxlmin + 1. 
It should also be noted that for k < 1 the purely structure
dependent ratios L1/Ln, M1/Mn, and Mm/MIV are usually 
considerably larger (by a factor of 10- 20 or more) than the 
corresponding non-structure-dependent quantities. 

23)a~l and aCLI) here exceed their values in the tables of 
I II 

Sliv and Band by factors of ..... 20 and"' 15, respectively. 

that is 4% greater. If in the calculations of LI/Ln 
we take into account the first two nuclear param
eters u0- and u2-, using their theoretical ratio 
u0-/ur = 28/5 according to [t3J, we obtain 
LI/Ln = 1.791, which is only 0.06% larger than 
the second of the aforementioned values. 
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